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Abstract

ASR approaches, which do not directly incorporate a language
identification system, have also been proposed [3, 6, 8].
Multilingual training of deep neural network (DNN)-based
ASR systems has provided some improvements in the automatic
recognition of both low- and high-resourced languages [16–25].
Some of these techniques incorporate multilingual DNNs for
feature extraction [16, 21, 26, 27]. Training DNN-based acoustic models on multilingual data to obtain more reliable posteriors for the target language has also been investigated, e.g.,
[19, 20, 24]. In previous work, we have explored the recognition and code-switching detection performance of multilingual DNN models applied to the code-switching Frisian speech
[1]. Multilingual data from closely related high-resourced languages, i.e., Dutch and English, is used for training DNN-based
acoustic models to obtain more robust acoustic models against
the language switches between the under-resourced Frisian language and Dutch. The multilingual DNN training scheme resembles the prior work, e.g., in [19] and is achieved in two
steps. Firstly, the English and Dutch data are used together
with the Frisian data in the initial multilingual training step to
obtain more accurate shared hidden layers. After training the
shared hidden layers, the softmax layer obtained during the initial training phase is replaced with one which is specific to the
target recognition task. In the second step, the complete DNN
is retrained bilingually (on Frisian and Dutch) to fine-tune the
DNNs for the target CS Frisian and Dutch speech, unlike the
previous applications using multilingual DNN training for the
recognition of a single target language.
In this work, we use the baseline bilingual ASR system
trained on 11.5 hours of manually annotated data to automatically transcribe raw broadcast data. Later, a subset of this
data with reliable transcriptions are combined with the manually annotated data aiming to obtain better acoustic modeling
due to the considerable increase in the amount of training data.
This type of semi-supevised acoustic model training has been
researched intensively and various training strategies and data
selection criteria have been proposed, e.g., in [28–33]. While
getting the automatic transcriptions, we apply lattice rescoring
using several language models (LM) such as a larger N-gram
and a recurrent neural network (RNN) LM in order to investigate their impact on the quality of the automatic transcription.
For assessing the quality of the automatic transcription, ASR
experiments have been performed on a separate development
and test data using the new acoustic models trained on the combined data. Finally, CS detection experiments have been conducted using the new models to reveal the relation between the
ASR performance and CS detection which has never been investigated before to the best of our knowledge.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
demographics and the linguistic properties of the Frisian language. Section 3 summarizes the Frisian-Dutch radio broadcast database that has recently been collected for CS and lon-

We have recently presented an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system operating on Frisian-Dutch code-switched
speech. This type of speech requires careful handling of unexpected language switches that may occur in a single utterance.
In this paper, we extend this work by using some raw broadcast
data to improve multilingually trained deep neural networks
(DNN) that have been trained on 11.5 hours of manually annotated bilingual speech. For this purpose, we apply the initial
ASR to the untranscribed broadcast data and automatically create transcriptions based on the recognizer output using different
language models for rescoring. Then, we train new acoustic
models on the combined data, i.e., the manually and automatically transcribed bilingual broadcast data, and investigate the
automatic transcription quality based on the recognition accuracies on a separate set of development and test data. Finally,
we report code-switching detection performance elaborating on
the correlation between the ASR and the code-switching detection performance.
Index Terms: code-switching, bilingual ASR, under-resourced
languages, Frisian language

1. Introduction
Spontaneous change between two languages in a single conversation, also known as code-switching (CS), is mostly noticeable in minority languages influenced by the majority language or majority languages influenced by lingua francas such
as English and French. West Frisian (Frisian henceforth) has approximately half a million bilingual speakers and these speakers
often code-switch between the Frisian and Dutch languages in
daily conversations. In the scope of the FAME! Project, the
influence of this language alteration on modern ASR systems
is explored with the objective of building a robust recognizer
that can handle this phenomenon. The main focus has been the
development of robust acoustic models operating on bilingual
speech delving into the automatic speech recognition and CS
detection aspects [1].
Impact of CS and other kinds of language switches on the
speech-to-text systems have recently received research interest,
resulting in several robust acoustic modeling [2–8] and language modeling [9–11] approaches for CS speech. Language
identification (LID) is a relevant task for the automatic speech
recognition (ASR) of CS speech [12–15]. One fundamental
approach is to label speech frames with the spoken language
and perform recognition of each language separately using a
monolingual ASR system at the back-end. These systems have
the tendency to suffer from error propagation between the language identification front-end and ASR back-end, since language identification is still a challenging problem especially in
case of intra-sentence CS. To alleviate this problem, all-in-one
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gitudinal speech research. Section 4 summarizes how the untranscribed data is processed to extract speaker-labeled speech
segments and automatic transcription is performed. The experimental setup is described in Section 5 and the recognition results are presented in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Frisian Language
Frisian belongs to the North Sea Germanic language group,
which is a subdivision of the West Germanic languages. Linguistically, there are three Frisian languages: West Frisian, spoken in the province of Fryslân in the Netherlands, East Frisian,
spoken in Saterland in Lower Saxony in Germany, and North
Frisian, spoken in the northwest of Germany, near the Danish
border. These three varieties of Frisian are mutually barely intelligible [34]. The current paper focuses on the West Frisian
language only and, following common practice, we will use the
term Frisian for it.
Historically, Frisian shows many parallels with Old English. However, nowadays the Frisian language is under growing influence of Dutch due to long lasting and intense language
contact. Frisian has about half a million speakers. A recent
study shows that about 55% of all inhabitants of Fryslân speak
Frisian as their first language, which is about 330,000 people [35]. All speakers of Frisian are at least bilingual, since
Dutch is the main language used in education in Fryslân.
The Frisian alphabet consists of 32 characters including all
letters used in English and six others with diacritics, i.e., â, ê, é,
ô, û, ú. The Frisian phonetic alphabet consists of 20 consonants,
20 monophthongs, 24 diphthongs, and 6 triphthongs. Frisian
has more vowels compared to Dutch which has 13 monophthongs and 3 diphthongs [36]. Dutch consonants are similar to
the Frisian ones. There are three main dialect groups in Frisian,
i.e., Klaaifrysk (Clay Frisian), Wâldfrysk (Wood Frisian) and
Súdwesthoeksk (Southwestern). Although these dialects differ
mostly on phonological and lexical levels, they are mutually intelligible [37].

Figure 1: Preprocessing the unlabeled broadcast data to extract
speaker-labeled speech segments

4. Processing Untranscribed Broadcast
Data
The first task is to automatically annotate the raw radio programs with transcriptions and speaker information. These radio
programs are extracted from the same radio broadcast archive
with the FAME! Speech Corpus. Frisian is a low-resourced
language with no available in-domain data, hence, the bilingual ASR system is expected to benefit from this untranscribed
broadcast data. This data has been preprocessed using a speaker
diarization system and an automatic speech recognition (ASR)
system to extract the speech segments with no or mild background music.
The block diagram of the preprocessing of the raw broadcast data for automatic speech detection and speaker labeling is
given in Figure 1. Based on the speaker diarization output, long
radio programs are segmented with a reasonable separation of
music segments from speech segments. To identify the spoken
content of each segment, they are fed to an ASR system and a
subset of these segments are chosen based on the total number
of words and average word length of the text hypothesized by
the ASR. The segments that are suspected to be music based on
the ASR output, e.g., segments with very small average word
length and/or very few number of hypothesized words, are removed. The remaining speech segments in each program are
automatically labeled with a speaker id by applying the same
speaker diarization system.
The most likely hypothesis output by the recognizer is used
as the reference transcription. Lattice rescoring using a 5-gram
and an RNN LM have also been applied to extract alternative
transcriptions. After obtaining the transcriptions, the manually
and automatically transcribed data is merged to obtain the combined Frisian-Dutch broadcast data. The final acoustic models
are trained on this combined database and the recognition and
CS detection performance of these models are compared with
the recognizer only trained on the manually transcribed data.

3. Frisian-Dutch Radio Broadcast Database
The bilingual FAME! speech database, which has been collected in the scope of the Frisian Audio Mining Enterprise
Project, contains radio broadcasts in Frisian and Dutch. The
FAME! project aims to build a spoken document retrieval system operating on the bilingual archive of the regional public
broadcaster Omrop Fryslân (Frisian Broadcast Organization).
This bilingual data contains Frisian-only and Dutch-only utterances as well as mixed utterances with inter-sentential, intrasentential and intra-word CS [38]. To be able to design an
ASR system that can handle the language switches, a representative subset of recordings has been extracted from this radio
broadcast archive. These recordings include language switching
cases and speaker diversity, and have a large time span (1966–
2015). The content of the recordings is very diverse, including
radio programs about culture, history, literature, sports, nature,
agriculture, politics, society and languages.
The radio broadcast recordings have been manually annotated and cross-checked by two bilingual native Frisian speakers. The annotation protocol designed for this CS data includes
three kinds of information: the orthographic transcription containing the uttered words, speaker details such as the gender, dialect, name (if known) and spoken language information. The
language switches are marked with the label of the switched
language. For further details, we refer the reader to [39].

5. Experimental Setup
5.1. Recognition and CS Detection Experiments
The baseline recognizer uses the multilingually trained DNNs
described in [1]. The same recognizer is used to automatically
transcribe the raw broadcast data. A 3-gram with interpolated
Kneser-Ney smoothing is trained using the SRILM toolkit [40]
and this LM is used during the recognition phase. Similarly,
a 5-gram with interpolated Kneser-Ney smoothing is trained
for lattice rescoring purposes. Finally, a standard RNN LM is
trained with 300 hidden units also for lattice rescoring. All these
models are trained on a bilingual text corpus containing 37M
Frisian and 8.8M Dutch words. The Frisian text is extracted
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Table 1: Word error rates in % obtained on the Frisian-only (fy), Dutch-only (nl) and code-switching (fy-nl) segments in the FAME!
development and test sets

# of Frisian words
# of Dutch words
Approach
Training Data
baseline
Man. Trans.
norescoring
Man.+Auto. Trans.
rnnrescoring
Man.+Auto. Trans.
5Grnnrescoring Man.+Auto. Trans.

fy
9190
0

Devel
nl
fy-nl
0
2381
4569
533

32.7
32.3
33.0
31.4

38.4
37.0
39.4
37.2

from Frisian novels, news articles, wikipedia articles and orthographic transcriptions of the FAME! training data.
The final acoustic models trained on the combined data are
tested on the development and test data of the FAME! speech
database and the recognition results are reported separately for
Frisian only (fy), Dutch only (nl) and mixed (fy-nl) segments.
The overall performance (all) is also provided as a performance
indicator. The recognition performance of the ASR system is
quantified using the Word Error Rate (WER). The word language tags are removed while evaluating the ASR performance.
After the ASR experiments, we compare the CS detection
performance of these recognizers. For this purpose, we used a
different LM strategy. We trained separate monolingual LMs,
and interpolated between them with varying weights, effectively
varying the prior for the detected language. For each LM, we
have generated the ASR output for each utterance. Then, we extract word-level segmentation files in .ctm format for each LM
weight. By comparing these alignments with the ground truth
word-level alignments (obtained by applying forced alignment
using the baseline recognizer), a time-based CS detection accuracy metric has been calculated. Specifically, we label each
frame with a language tag for the ground truth and hypothesized
alignments and calculate the total duration of frames in the reference alignments with a mismatch with hypothesized language
tag. The missed Frisian (Dutch) time is calculated as the ratio of
total duration of frames with Frisian (Dutch) tag in the reference
alignment which is aligned to frames without Frisian (Dutch)
tag to the total number of frames with Frisian (Dutch) tag in the
reference alignment. The CS detection accuracy is evaluated by
reporting the equal error rates (EER) calculated based on the detection error tradeoff (DET) graph [41] plotted for visualizing
the CS detection performance. The presented code-switching
detection results indicate how well the recognizer can detect the
switches and hypothesize words in the switched language.

44.0
43.9
45.6
43.6

all
11,571
5102

fy
10,753
0

36.2
35.6
37.0
35.1

29.7
28.8
29.6
28.9

Test
nl
fy-nl
0
1798
3475
306
34.9
32.9
34.6
33.0

46.6
45.2
47.3
46.2

all
12,551
3781
33.0
31.8
33.0
32.0

training. In pilot experiments, modeling all Frisian vowels at
the monophthong level has provided the best recognition performance. Therefore, all diphthongs and triphthongs are modeled
as a sequence of their monophthong constituents.
The multilingual lexicon contains 144k Frisian, Dutch and
English words. The number of entries in the lexicon is around
200k due to the words with multiple phonetic transcriptions.
The phonetic transcriptions of the words which do not appear
in the initial lexicons are learned by applying grapheme-tophoneme (G2P) bootstrapping [42, 43]. The lexicon learning
is done only for the words that appear in the training data using
the G2P model learned on the corresponding language. We use
the Phonetisaurus G2P system [44] for creating phonetic transcriptions. The OOV rates in the complete development and test
set are 2.7% and 2.3%.
The IDIAP speaker diarization system [45] has been used
for the preprocessing of the raw broadcast data illustrated in
Figure 1. The total duration of the raw broadcast data is 150
hours 22 minutes and the duration of the remaining data after
the preprocessing is 76 hours 40 minutes. The manually transcribed bilingual training data contains 8.5 hours of Frisian and
3 hours of Dutch speech. The recognition experiments are performed using the Kaldi ASR toolkit [46]. We train a conventional context dependent GMM-HMM system with 40k Gaussians using 39 dimensional MFCC features including the deltas
and delta-deltas to obtain the alignments for DNN training. A
standard feature extraction scheme is used by applying Hamming windowing with a frame length of 25 ms and frame shift
of 10 ms. DNNs with 6 hidden layers and 2048 sigmoid hidden units at each hidden layer are trained on the 40-dimensional
log-mel filterbank features with the deltas and delta-deltas. The
DNN training is done by mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent with an initial learning rate of 0.008 and a minibatch size
of 256. The time context size is 11 frames achieved by concatenating ±5 frames. We further apply sequence training using a
state-level minimum Bayes risk (sMBR) criterion [47].

5.2. Implementation Details
Due to the superior performance of multilingual DNN training detailed in [1], the ASR systems used in the recognition
experiments incorporate a multilingual lexicon with Frisian,
Dutch and English words. The entries in the multilingual lexicon are extracted from the initial Fluency1 Frisian (340k entries), ELEX2 Dutch (600k entries) and CMU3 English (134k
entries) lexicons based on their presence in the transcriptions
of all available training data and the text corpus used for LM

6. Results
6.1. ASR Results
The recognition results obtained on the development and test
sets of the FAME! speech database are given in Table 1. The
WERs provided by the baseline recognizer and the recognizers
trained on combined data (Man.+Aut. Trans) are presented in
rows and the lowest WER of each column is marked in bold.
The upper panel of this table presents the number of Frisian and
Dutch words in order to clarify the language priors in each subset. The baseline recognizer trained on the manually transcribed

1 http://www.fluency.nl/
2 http://tst-centrale.org/en/tst-materialen/lexica/e-lex-detail
3 http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
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devel
test

baseline
rnnrescoring
norescoring
5Grnnrescoring

20

●

ples. Moreover, we can conclude that the ASR and CS detection performance of the bilingual recognizer can be improved
by adding automatically transcribed speech data. However, the
impact of lattice rescoring is not prominent given the similar
performance of norescoring and 5Grnnrescoring approaches.

7. Conclusions
●●
●
●

In this work, we make use of raw bilingual broadcast data to improve a multilingually trained ASR system designed for FrisianDutch code-switched speech. The initial system is trained on a
small manually transcribed broadcast data extracted from the
same archive. This recognizer is applied to the untranscribed
broadcast data to create transcriptions automatically based on
the recognizer output. Then, the manually and automatically
transcribed bilingual broadcast data is combined and used for
training new acoustic models. We first investigate the automatic transcription quality of different automatic transcription
approaches based on the recognition accuracies on a separate
set of development and test data. Furthermore, the CS detection
performance of these recognizers are also presented to explore
on how correlated the ASR accuracy is with the CS detection accuracy. From these results, it can be concluded that the recognition and CS detection performance of different acoustic models
exhibit similar behaviour.

● ●●
●
● ●●
●
●● ●
●
●● ●
●●● ●
●●

10

Missed Dutch time (%)

●

●●
●● ●
●
●

●

5

●
●
●

●

2

●

2

5

10

20

Missed Frisian time (%)

Figure 2: Time-based code-switching detection evaluation obtained on the FAME! development and test sets
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data has a WER of 36.2% on the development set and 33.0%
on the test set. The recognizers trained on combined data with
automatic transcriptions provided by the baseline recognizer
(norescoring) and two-stage lattice rescoring (5Grnnrescoring),
i.e., 5-gram followed by an RNN LM, provide better recognition performance with a WER of 35.6% and 35.1% on the development set and 31.8% and 32.0% on the test set respectively.
The performance of the system trained using the automatic transcriptions obtained after RNN rescoring (rnnrescoring) is comparable to the baseline recognizer. In the following subsection,
we will investigate the relation between the ASR performance
with the CS detection performance.
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